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This long awaited and fascinating book is, as the title states, all about the Croughly 
Gordons. It incorporates all the historical and ancestral details found in Captain George 
Huntly Blair Gordon's seminal volume, The Croughly Book, published in 1895, which 
comprehensively examined the Croughly line of the Seton-Gordon branch and its 
descendents. The new volume, titled The Croughly Gordons, adds greatly to it and brings 
it up to date.  

The earlier work had no biographical information at all about any of the Gordons descending 
from James Gordon, born 1726, apart from the appointments and commissions of those that 
served in the army. The author has spent more than a decade researching the subject and 
gathering information in order to make The Croughly Gordons as comprehensive as possible 
and to be able to put flesh onto the bare bones of almost every direct and indirect 
descendant of James Gordon, the ancestor of each one.  

If you thought there was nothing new to discover about the Croughly Gordons then this 
book will definitely change your mind! 

The book is arranged and indexed in such a way as to make finding any particular person or 
branch or twig of the family tree as easy as possible. The Croughly Gordons also differs from 
the earlier work in that it contains more than 150 photographs and hitherto little known 
historical portraits. Given time, it will surely become the definitive work of reference for the 
Croughly Gordons and it deserves a prominent place on your bookshelf.  

The Croughly Gordons by Alistair Gordon will be published next month and it will only be 
available direct from the author. It will not be available on amazon.com or anywhere else on 
the internet.  

If you would like to be notified as soon as the book becomes available and be sure of a copy 
then please email the author as soon as possible at alistair73@hotmail.com 

Thank you. 
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